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Intermediate String Orchestra
Rob Rempher, Conductor

Ten Pieces from the series “For Children”
No. 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10
Bela Bartok
arr. Leo Weiner

Concert String Orchestra
Stephanie Swisher, Conductor
Rob Rempher, Associate Conductor

Serenade for Strings
II. Waltz
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky

Sinfonia
Per Brant

Youth Symphony
Shelley Livingston, Conductor

Coriolan Overture
Ludwig van Beethoven

Sospiri, Op. 70
Edward Elgar

Lincoln Portrait
Aaron Copland

Narration by William Henry Curry

Maestro William Henry Curry is in his 7th year as Music Director of the Durham Symphony Orchestra, 2nd year as Adjunct Professor at William Peace University and this year celebrates his 20th anniversary season as Resident Conductor of the North Carolina Symphony Orchestra. A native of Pittsburgh, he started conducting and composing at the age of 14. He has conducted over 60 orchestras around the world, including the Cleveland Orchestra, the Chicago Symphony, the Los Angeles Philharmonic and the Israel Chamber Orchestra. In 1988 he was the unanimous 1st-prize winner of the prestigious Leopold Stokowski Conducting competition, an event which lead to his debut in Carnegie Hall. In 1992 he was nominated for a Grammy Award. His original compositions have been performed all over America.

Erica Shirts, Director
Teachers: Dorothy Kitchen (Founder & Director Emeritus), Carlos Bardales, Andy Bonner, Erica Leavell, Shelley Livingston, Jessica Long, Rob Rempher, Matt Stutzman, Sangeeta Swamy, Stephanie Swisher.
Staff Assistant: Katharine Whitmore. Parent Volunteers: Angela Lopez, JT Davenport
Many thanks to Angela Lopez and all the members of our volunteer parent committee, Sam Hammond for accompaniment in rehearsals and performances, adult volunteer Youth Symphony performers, Elizabeth Shamblin and Jun Lee as orchestra parent assistants for the Youth Symphony, Rick Nelson, Marcy Edenfield, John Kolba and Theater Operations, Elizabeth Thompson for help with marketing, Gretchen Hoag, Jonathan Bagg, Jane Hawkins Raimi, Eric Pritchard and the Duke Music Department for its assistance and support, and a special thanks to Vice Provost for the Arts Scott Lindroth for the financial support to make this performance in such a beautiful venue possible, and of course Mrs. Dorothy Kitchen for founding this amazing program and bringing it to where it is today.

We also want to thank all of our volunteer ushers.
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Intermediate String Orchestra
Conducted by Rob Rempher
Parent Assistant, Elizabeth Shamblin
listed alphabetically by section

**Violin I**
Lylan Bui
Lauren Burris
Aaren Capilitan
Bela Chandler
Nicholas Copland**
Nina Cox
Matthew Erickson
Santosh Gopalan
Justin Lee**
Min Sung Lim
Delphine Liu**
Maya Liu**
Iris Newlin
Sophia Nolan
Nate Stemmle
Joshua Veach
Kathryne Woods
Avianna Yun
Rich Zhou

**Violin II/III**
Alex Bodkin
Elizabeth Boltz
Julia Boltz
Angela Chen
James Duan
Jason Duan
Sophia Dyreng
Hannah Ferencik
Andie Galilea
Johann Galilea
Madeline Gottfried
Olivia Henry**
James Kaufman
Hannah Kilian
Joshua Kendall
Gianni Lacey-Howard**
William Leahy
Jaimie Legg-Bell
Liana Lessard
Sung Yu Lim
Sucheta Malladi**
Michael Pan
Rebekah Park
Abigail Schudel
Alex Shen
Sarah Smith
Julian Steinmeyer
Eliza Stewart
Luke Taylor
Eric Wu
Grace Zheng
Rhea Zhou

**Viola**
Amanda Harrell*
Andrew Lim
Scott Shamblin**
Mara Lowry*
Lucas Mock*

**Cello**
Joanna de Andrade
Shudy Du
Aubrey Hampton
David Han
Christian Joo**
Edward Lim
Ethan Mock*
Grace Sosa
William Tayeby

**Bass**
Ben Shamblin*

**Piano**
J. Samuel Hammond*

**Leader**
**Assistant**
Concert String Orchestra
Conducted by Stephanie Swisher and Rob Rempher
Orchestra Assistant, Jessica Long

Violin I
Joshua Bermudez
Alessandra Gutierrez-Arnold
Sami Haboon
Robin Huang
Ben Jia
Sarah Kim
Pranav Krishna Kumar
Edithe Lam
Evan Macdonald
Natasha Pasui
Lydia Pendergraft
Riley Pienkowski
Samantha Rahn
Surabi Ramamurthy
Summer Rook
Josh Sherwood
Adeleen Thome
Keshav Varadarajan
Aaron Wei
Nicholas Woodrumb
Elizabeth Yee**
Jeffrey Zhu**
Gerui Zhang **
Brian Zhou

Violin II
Karthik Annadurai
Charlotte Aspinwall**
Jerome Bermudez
Laura Cai**
Euna Cho
Aelex Congiusta
Nicole Dunkak
Zoe Angelina Guth
Victoria Henry
Olivia Howell
Avery Kasten
Julia Lopez
Annie Ma
Luca Makarushka-Napp
Zachary Mccarthy
Gabe Mixon
Nataleigh Pienkowski

Violin II cont.
Krishna Rajagopal
Annette Seo**
Katrina Schlekat
Oskar Schulmeister
Ashwin Sridhar**
Hannah Stocker
Jiani Tang
Anthara Vivek
Teddy Wallen
Alex Welch
Erika Williamson
Raymond Zhou

Viola
Danielle Cuntapay*
Shruthi Gopalan**
Amanda Harrell**
Sophia Johnson
James Perkins
Kate Ballard

Cello
Jacob Anspach**
Cailin Clarke
Avery Davidson
Grant Gilchrist
David Han
Sarah Kim**
Juliana Ko
Veronica Munn
Justin Sanders
Matteo Santillo**
Isabella Santillo**
Will Shamblin
Sydney Urmston
Stephanie Williamson
Nolan Zhong

Bass
Ben Shamblin**

** Leader
* Assistant
Youth Symphony
Conducted by Shelley Livingston
Parent Assistants: Elizabeth Shamblin, Jun Lee

Violin I
Daniel Bae**
Caroline Branan
Nathan Chen
Bri Clary
Joshua Facello
Anastasia Freedman
Julia Gao**
Richard Gao
Christopher Kim
Deborah Kim**
Silvia Knappe
Sean Li**
Charlotte Maxwell
Jane Parris**
Ameer Qaqish
Elena Schulmeister-Antona
Nikhilganees Varadarajan
Youngwoo Yu

Violin II
Raymond Dai
Ella Han**
Frederick Huang
Sam Kim
Sammie Kim**
Jasmine Lee
Joo Sung Lim
Mara Lowry**
Nancy Munguia**
Katharyn O’Loughlin
Aum Senthalli
Edward Shi
Lauren Southwell
Connor Stewart
Mia Sturdivant
Aditya Sundaram
Adrian Thananopavarn
Belinda Wang
Ruby Wang
Demi Wang
Albert Yuan
Erica Zurbuch

Viola
Samantha Armistead
Bennett Congdon**
Danielle Cuntapay
Su Sung Kim
Lucas Mock
Adam Shamblin
Nathan Xiao**

Cello
Spencer Adler
Nathan Bernacki**
Max Gilchrist
William Graham
Hannah Larsen
Ethan Mock
Caroline Noell
Peter Sumner
Alex Tayyeb
Stephen White
Aaron Yun

Bass
Rohan Deshpande
Jack Moffet
Tim Rinehart**

Flute/Piccolo
Jane Harrington*
Clara Kempter
Laasya Renganathan

Oboe
Susan Thananopavarn*
Ana Sofia Uzsoy

Clarinet
Peter Streilein
Shirley Violand-Jones*

Bass Clarinet
Kenneth Xu

Bassoon
Chris Myers*

Horn
Michael Boyle*
Bill Harrington*
Thomas Harrington*
Mary Ruth Roth*

Trumpet
Dave Goodman*
Kathy Silbiger*

Trombone
Blair Chesnut*
David Stemmle*
Samuel Zhang

Tuba
Matt Wolfe*

Timpani
Adam Kuehn*
Esme Dorosin

Percussion
Esme Dorosin
Andrew Munger*
Juan Marcos Quiroga Perez*
Connor Stewart

Harp
Matthew Gillespie

Piano/Celeste
J. Samuel Hammond*

** Leader
* Assistant